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Trendesign tours a lavish Beirut penthouse inspired by
the New York lofts of the 1950s with Interior Architect
Bachir Nader.

Located in one of east Beirut’s oldest neighbourhoods, the loft is enhanced with rooftop fruit trees and an abundance of plant life

home

Authentic in its industrial aesthetic, the space features rich raw materials, is devoid of access detail and favours modern linear efficiency

L

ocated in Achrafieh, the Valencia penthouse has been
meticulously styled by Bachir Nader and his eponymous design
firm. The penthouse’s owners wanted a living space where
they could spend time and enjoy what they had built over the years
in terms of their careers and resultant wealth. To fulfil this request,
Bachir developed a design vision to create a sense of affluent comfort
and contentment using luxurious finishes, intriguing furnishings and
opulent décor to evoke awe and admiration.
“Ultimate luxury is the fine result of all combined elements that
secure longevity, commissioning and add value in the future, a real
sense of decadent luxury”, explains Bachir, who studied interior
design and scenography (the elements that contribute to establishing
an atmosphere and mood for a theatrical presentation). For him,
the penthouse project provided substantial creative freedom as the
clients were aware of their expensive desire and offered the firm a
considerable budget to work with.
With the 1950s deindustrialisation of Manhattan, New Yorkers began
to take up residence and fit out lofts as homes, creating a new
architectural and interior style. Quickly spreading internationally the
look was found to be popular in European capitals like Paris, London
and Berlin. Bachir’s project brings the same aesthetic of contrasts to
Beirut with this enviable penthouse.
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The loft’s red
bricked walls hark
back to 1950s
Manhattan

The loft’s red
bricked walls hark
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Bachir has created a visually intriguing contrast between mechanical harshness of metal and the comforting grandeur of fine wood

A dual-level dwelling, open to the four winds, it includes vantages
out over the Mediterranean Sea and the Lebanese capital’s
delightfully derelict skyline. This panorama is offered unhindered
by barriers with elegant glass fencing bordering the swimming
pool.

metres of its height accentuating the interior architecture and
creating a spacious airy atmosphere. Only the kitchen is separated
by a semi-transparent glass wall to amplify this openess. Cement
has been used for the ceiling and red bricks were employed as a
call-back to the space’s New York inspiration.

Although it occupies inner the city real estate of Achrafieh, one
of East Beirut’s oldest neighbourhoods, the dwelling a sanctuary
enhanced with rooftop fruit trees and abundant plant life both
indoors and out.

Even with its capacious design, the loft is intimate. Natural light
flows through the home in abundance from statement-arched
windows to the south and floor-to-ceiling designs, creating a
sense of unity.

Authentic in its industrial aesthetic, the space features rich raw
materials, is devoid of access detail and favours modern linear
efficiency. Bachir has created a visually intriguing contrast between
mechanical harshness of metal and the comforting grandeur of fine
wood. “From the precious stones to limited edition items, the sense
of luxury here is reflected in the fabulous wood, paintings and
furniture to timeless effect,” says Bachir. The splendid interior has
also been updated with contemporary elements and technological
comforts.

The furniture too, is industrial in its aesthetic but combines
opulent gold accents with glass to stately effect. Notable designer
furnishings include the contemporary coffee table, Jules by
Roberto Lazzeroni; the industrial-esque Frate dining table by
Enzo Mari for Driade; a stunning chandelier by Fontana Arte;
vibrantly upholstered, 11th updated version of the vintage Mah
Jong sofa by Hans Hopher for Roche Bobois; and kitchen flooring
by renowned Italian architect Patricia Urquiola. This kitchen floor
employs traditional Azulejo, a form of Portuguese painted, tinglazed, ceramic tile work. There is also a grand clock, an original,
sourced from a train station.

Another contrast is introduced through the palate of black, grey
and red with alternate bright tones selected scarcely. Although
these colours are dissimilar, their use throughout the space brings
an element of design continuity.
The loft interior has been expanded up from 3.50 metres to 4.20

The home’s lighting brings an antique touch with a statement
installation of nine metal-pipe ceiling lamps and a double
chandelier by Fontana Arte from Gio Ponti and Luigi Fontana.
Similarly, David Chipperfield’s contemporary interpretation of

home

The Frate dining table by Enzo Mari
for Driade and a two-tier chandelier by
Fontana Arte from Gio Ponti and Luigi
Fontana are commanding additions
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a medieval cathedral-style chandelier in
black metal is a commanding addition.

APPROACHING
ASTHETICS

Founded in 2002, Bachir’s high end interiors
and luxury lifestyle design practice offers
conceptual design, design development,
documentation development and supervision
of the implementation phase as well as
purchasing services from boutiques and
high-quality suppliers internationally.
When developing the interior concept for
a new project, Bachir highlights four major
elements and begins with considering the
client’s needs. Following this conceptual
design, the combination of artistic vision
and solutions relevant to the client’s
demands must be agreed upon. Ideas
are then workshopped to finalise details,
which will combine together to generate
a desired atmosphere. The final element is
the constraints of the budget.
With regard to challenges Bachir is
forthright on how they can be overcome.
“Even technical and engineering obstacles
can be sorted out. A good interior designer
is capable of transforming and restructuring
a space using his expertise and integrating
the obstacles in his design to come up with
a beautiful and unique, liveable space,” he
explains.
“You should be engaged and use your
experience in innovation and creation to
inspire new exciting concepts in every new
project to make it unique and special,”
explains Bachir, who has a penchant for
scrutinising over each square metre. “While
working on the vision I look at space and
light, balancing volumes with a special care
for the sobriety and elegance of details.
After all, the aim is to deliver a timeless
project with simplicity and a familiar
feeling,” he adds.
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Lavish marble floors are complemented by plush designer chairs and rich, long curtains
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For the Achrafieh residence, Bachir
paid special attention to the communal
and entertaining spaces. The first floor
of the penthouse serves primarily as
a reception area, where a long hall
leads from the terrace to living room.
“Although I believe all spaces under the
same roof should be connected visually
in design and style, the main living space
remains the strongest expression of the
proprietor’s focus; where he is likely to
invest the most,” he explains.

MODERN MIDDLE
EASTERN

Bachir attributes his design firm’s
success to the fact that it is mindful
of the rich Middle Eastern cultural
environment within which it operates
and insists on being fully immersed in
the surroundings before deciding to
change them.

A stunning panorama of the Beirut cityscape is offered through the elegant minimalist glass
barriers that border the swimming pool

The young architect has already
completed over 100 unique projects,
across both residential and commercial
markets, including signature venues
in Lebanon, throughout the Gulf
and globally. Last year his firm was
honoured with the Golden Award: Best
Leisure Interior Lebanon and Platinum
Award: Best Leisure Interior Arabia at
International Property Awards.
From spaces in the heart of the bustling
cites, to secluded villas in mountainous
settings, corporate offices or fine-dining
fusion restaurants, Bachir’s work is
inspired by his religious reading of
architectural volumes and extensive
travels. He explains he has an atypical
interest in the fine details the world has
to offer and particularly those of the
space he seeks to transform. “According
to the Chinese beliefs, the sky and the
earth are in perfect harmony and the
two most powerful coordinates that
dictate the supreme manifestation of the
universal dialectic. In design, I believe a
good designer has two pillars to drive
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Luxurious wood finishes and industrial metal accents are employed throughout the space

Natural light flows through
the home in abundance
from statement floor-toceiling windows
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The traditional
Azulejo kitchen
flooring is by
renowned
architect Patricia
Urquiola

Bachir employs luxurious finishes, intriguing furnishings and opulent décor to evoke a sense of awe and admiration

his project to success and avoid complete
failure,” he says. “Let’s say for example we
are talking about a residence, the first pillar
is the place itself; the surrounding location,
its connection with the neighbourhood,
historical heritage, and architecture all carry
an energy. The second pillar is the person
who lives and uses this place; his needs, his
lifestyle and his dreams”, tells Bachir. It is
the role of the interior architect to find the
perfect combination between these two
pillars; “a positive connection between an
inanimate place and the human being it
animates,” he adds.
The firm is interested in environmentally
friendly innovation. The “new trends
are intelligent, structurally engineered
and environmentally-friendly designs to
accommodate the way people live and think
today,” says Bachir.
Elaborating, he highlights polarisation:
“those who can afford luxury are
increasingly fascinated by dynamic highrise buildings, and being entertained
by exceptional greenery on high floors.
However, on the other hand, those who are
unable to afford the sky-high prices of real
estate have created a new trend – they are
looking for smaller homes, a category that
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The penthouse combines bursts of contemporary colour and contrasting touches of opulent gold accents to stately effect

is being reintroduced to the market.”
However, he also stresses that today
all designers are informed about, and
invited to source, sustainable materials
in place of toxic alternatives favoured
in the past, no matter the budget of a
project.
Bachir Nader Interior Architects are also
actively incorporating technological
innovation into their work. Automation
systems used include centralised
control of lighting, heating, ventilation
and air conditioning, appliances
and security systems to provide
improved
convenience,
comfort,
energy efficiency and peace of mind.
“Reducing those activities to a simple
touch of a button can be considered
nowadays as new standards in luxury,”
says Bachir, noting how effective this
can be in modifying the ambience of
spaces for different events.
The Valencia penthouse is the perfect
setting for entertaining or simply
sitting back and revelling in the success
embodied by its lavish surrounds.

The living spaces of the lavish home were a project priority for Bachir

An installation of nine
metal-pipe ceiling
lamps makes an
intriguing statement
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